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Hi, I’m Cooper Scott and I’ve been buying cars cheaply and selling for a profit for about eight years now. Its
easy to make $2000 by just selling just one car a week and what I've written here guides you through the steps
to achieve this. You don't have to deal in expensive cars. You can start with $250 if you like and double it in
the methods I show you here, then double again and double again until you reach a level that you're
comfortable trading in. Or, if cash is tight how about teaming up with three other friends or family and going
in as a syndicate with say $150 each to get the ball rolling. The point of all this is how you can make easy
money working at home.I share with you all my experiences as to where to buy cars, how to pay a lot for
them than others will pay, what the pitfalls are when looking over them, a mechanical guide as to what to look
for when buying a car and how you can turn any mechanical issues to your buying advantage. There's also an
extensive car detailing guide here on making your new purchase a showroom car.
Then I take you step by step on how to sell the car for a great profit and how to comply with all laws of your
State.
Flipping cars for a living gives you a whole new independent lifestyle.
Earn $100,000 a year and much more and have fun with your life. This is how you can make money by
working at home. You wont have expensive overheads as all can be done at your home or in a garage. Making

money from home has never been easier.

